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Camp Adventures Part 1

Williams family summer vacations were always eventful despite their simple beginnings. One of the most

common destinations was camping at state parks, either in Ohio or Location . In the early days of

roughing it, we would pack up an Adjective family-size triangle tent and head out on the road with our

dog, First Name of a Person . The tent had dozens of interlocking steel Noun Plural instead of the

flexible fiberglass rods of modern tents. This made setup a challenging and Adjective task for Rick and

Harriett after a long car ride. The tent didn't have much room to spare with two adults, two kids, and a

Animal . The cramped living quarters were made far less comfortable when Rick would release a road

trip fermented fart from within his Miller High Life branded sleeping bag. Nearly everyone including the

Repeat Last Animal would clear out after such a blast, but Dylan Verb Past Tense Adverb .

The family's camping became less suffocating and more sophisticated when they purchased a hi-lo trailer. This

marvel of engineering, sealed with masking tape at every opening to prevent Animal - Plural , was towed

behind a workhorse of a GMC the kids at the school bus stop had named "the Battle Van." The maiden vacation

voyage of this monstrous duo took the family to Virginia Beach. On the way, our AAA map Verb Past 

Tense a detour to Greenbriar State Park in West Virginia, or so we thought. Following road signs in

unfamiliar territory, we arrived instead at the entrance to the Adjective Greenbriar Resort, home to

Adjective accommodations, dress code Noun Plural , and Cold War Congressional bunkers. The

guard at the front gate instructed us to turn around using an access road, which we passed. As we approached the

stately white exterior, our expressions Verb Past Tense at the 700 guest rooms, manicured Noun 

Plural ,



and foreign cars queued for the valet. The Valet's expression was one of shock and horror as he waved

Adverb towards the poors from Ohio towing their used camper behind a Adjective van. Rick

carefully navigated a turn through the circular driveway, Adverb missing a new Mercedes. As we passed

the front gate again, the guard could only Verb Base Form disappointedly, "You Verb Past Tense the

turn, huh?"
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